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This was the journey of a lifetime.  It was like a dream.  A dream that we will all be able 
to reflect on with ultimate satisfaction and pride for years to come.  You became our 
Dream Team and it was an absolute privilege to be there with you for the ride.  As the 
season went on it became increasingly clear to the coaches that this group of boys 
was born with greatness, you just didn’t know it.  It was in there, we just had to get it 
out … together … as a team … and that’s exactly what happened.  Your greatness 
could not be denied! 
 
On behalf of the Bell Warriors club, I must thank all of the parents and families who 
embraced and supported our efforts this year.  We were blessed with an exceptional 
group of boys this year and the credit is all yours.  Being a football family is a huge 
commitment and sacrifice of time but please know that your dedication was immensely 
appreciated and an integral part of our eventual success.  Thank you all!  To my 
dedicated coaches, manager and trainers, you were my dream team.  You have my 
everlasting friendship, gratitude and respect. 
 
Boys, our recipe for success was fairly basic.  We simply asked you to be respectful of 
the coaching staff and their message.  We asked you to work hard and challenge 
yourselves.  We asked you to trust us, trust each other, be ready to try and be willing 
to fail.  That was the key.  It is by learning from our failures and pledging to improve 
ourselves that we grow and excel. 
 
Think back on where we all started physically, emotionally and mentally.  Now think of 
what we achieved.  In your wildest dreams, did you know that our team would have 
what it takes to raise the NCAFA A-Cup Trophy for the first time in the Bell Warriors 
50+ year history?  The answer is far less important than the underlying lesson we 
learned on our 24 week journey to the cup.  Just because success seems 
improbable and difficult does not mean that the goal of success is not worth 
fighting for.  We now know better.  You now have the recipe, confidence, pride and 
strength that only come from achieving the unachievable.  Congratulations!  You are 

all undeniably .. … … Warriors for life boys! 
 
Your friend and coach, 

CCooaacchh  PPaauull  
 
Paul Stewart 
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22000099  NNCCAAFFAA  MMOOSSQQUUIITTOO  FFIINNAALL  SSTTAANNDDIINNGGSS  
 

 
WEST     GP W L T PF PA PTS 
 

Myers Riders    8 8 0 0 350 95 16 
 
Nepean Redskins   8 7 1 0 253 129 14 
 
Bell Warriors    8 6 2 0 281 136 12 
 
Gatineau Vikings    8 5 3 0 211 100 10 
 
West Carleton Wolverines  8 3 5 0 97 218   6 
 
Brockville Buccaneers   8 2 5 1 46 196   5 

 
Bel-Air Lions    8 1 6 1 81 163   3 
 
Kanata Knights    8 0 8 0 6 324   0 
 
 
 
 

EAST     GP W L T PF PA PTS 
  

Canterbury Mustangs   8 7 1 0 248   69 14 
 
Cumberland Panthers   8 6 2 0 190   64 12 
 
Cornwall Wildcats   8 5 3 0 200 157 10 
 
Gloucester South Raiders  8 5 3 0 227 113 10 
 
East Ottawa Generals   8 2 6 0 133 190   4 
 
North Gloucester Giants  8 2 6 0 113 164   4 
 
Mews Orleans Bengals  8 0 8 0 0 368   0 
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BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  MMOOSSQQUUIITTOO  22000099  SSCCHHEEDDUULLEE  
 

REGULAR SEASON 
 

BELL WARRIORS  20  BEL – AIR LIONS 14 
 
BELL WARRIORS 57 KANATA KNIGHTS     6  
 
BELL WARRIORS 22 NEPEAN REDSKINS  26 
 
BELL WARRIORS 32 NORTH GLOUCESTER GIANTS   8 
 
BELL WARRIORS 38 MYERS RIDERS 74 
 
BELL WARRIORS 38 MEWS ORLEANS BENGALS    0 
 
BELL WARRIORS 36 GATINEAU VIKINGS   8 
 
BELL WARRIORS 38 WEST CARLETON WOLVERINES   0 
 
 

A - CUP QUARTER - FINALS 
 

BELL WARRIORS 20 CUMBERLAND PANTHERS   0 
 
 

A - CUP SEMI – FINALS 
 

BELL WARRIORS     34 MYERS RIDERS 8
   

 

A – CUP FINALS 
 

BELL WARRIORS 37  NEPEAN REDSKINS           8 
 

2009 NCAFA Mosquito Gilchrist A-Cup Champions 
 

BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  
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BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  22000099  TTEEAAMM  RROOSSTTEERR  
 

OOFFFFEENNCCEE  
 

NUMBER           NAME    POS  BIRTHDATE 
 
 5   ADAM IERADI   SB  May 28 / 98 
  
 7   QUINN STEWART   QB  December 17 / 97 
 
23   JOSH NWAELLEH    WR  May 30 / 97 
 
25   JACOB MONTREUIL  WR / SB August 1 / 97 
 
27   SCOTT JASVINS   WR  November 16 / 97 
 
34   TREVOR WALSH   WR  April 13 / 98 
 
43   BRENDAN SHEAHAN  SB  July 5 / 98 
 
45   LIAM COCHRANE   OT  April 21 / 98 
 
47   STEVEN HANZIDIAKOU  RB  January 18 / 97 
 
53   CRAIG DAWE   OT  March 1 / 98 
 
55   KURTIS SCHAEFER  FB  September 6 / 97 
 
57   ANDREW AKINNIYI  C  August 29 / 97 
 
63   SHELDON THOMAS  OG  August 8 / 98 
 
67   CRAIG OLIVER   OG  June 3 / 97 
 
73   GABRIEL DINARDO  OT  March 13 / 98 
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BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  22000099  TTEEAAMM  RROOSSTTEERR  
 

DDEEFFEENNCCEE  
 

NUMBER           NAME    POS          BIRTHDATE 
 
2   ROSS POLITO   CORNER  October 6 / 98 
 
6   LIAM  MACFADYEN  CORNER  September 4 / 98 
 
12   KHALID SHUREIH   DHB   January 21 / 97 
 
16   SHAYNE LABELLE   DHB/CORNER February 12 / 98 
 
22   KEVIN ROBERTSON  DB   October 10 / 97 
 
26   JACKSON  MARQUARDT  NT   January 11 / 98 
  
36   MATTHEW CHARRON  S   December 26 / 97 
 
44   FRANCOIS BELANGER  DE   March 1 / 97 
 
46   SAM DULMAGE   DE   July 29 / 97 
 
54   ANDREW BEATTIE   OLB   February 18 / 98 
 
56   TREMAYNE ROCKBURN  OLB   January 4 / 97 
 
58   DARYN McIVOR   CORNER  September 22 / 97 
 
64   MAX ASSALY   DHB / SAFETY April 12 / 98 
  
65   DANIEL SCHWARTZ  NT   October 9 / 98 
 
66   CARSON ASSALY   MLB   February 7 / 97 
 
82   KIVON WESLEY   MLB   March 19 / 97 
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BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  22000099  PPLLAAYYEERR  NNOOTTEESS  
  

DDEEFFEENNCCEE  
 
 
#2 ROSS “Mini Mite” POLITO: One of our first year players.  Ross has a heart that’s way 
too big for his body.  He played with the conviction and fearlessness of a true Warrior.  A sure 
tackler and very coachable boy, Ross played the game of his life in the A-Cup championship.  
Ross will be a force to be reckoned with next year at Mosquito. 
 
#6 LIAM “Your ankles are Mine” MACFADYEN:  A first year Mosquito, Liam made the 
difficult jump from Tyke to Mosquito look easy.  A mini dynamo, Liam was one of the most 
consistent tacklers that any of our coaches have every worked with.  Don’t underestimate this 
boy’s passion and willingness to compete just because he’s soft spoken.  We can’t wait to see 
you dominate next year Liam. 
 
#12 KHALID “Let me at him” SHUREIH:  “Scrappy” is what Khalid is all about.  How this 
small body can generate such bone crunching hits is amazing.  We challenged Khalid to 
change his game to become more of a leader this year and he truly grew in the role.  Great 
job and show no mercy at PeeWee next year Khalid! 
  
#16 SHAYNE “Yes Coach” LABELLE:  Another first year player, Shayne always wanted to 
learn more and gave 100% effort all the time.  His perseverance, hard work and dedication 
have brought him a long way this year. It was our absolute pleasure coaching you Shayne 
and we look forward to seeing you become a dominant veteran next season. 
 
#22 KEVIN “I’ll be OK Coach” ROBERTSON:  A season’s success is the product of many 
nights of hard work.  It’s not easy and coaches need boys to lead by example and that’s what 
Kevin is all about.  We knew that we could rely on this solid, courageous hitter to lead the 
way.   We’re sure you’ll make the transition to PeeWee very easily next year Kevin. 
 
#26 JACKSON “Hammer Time” MARQUARDT:  Jackson was one of our most versatile 
players this year.  His willingness to do whatever was asked of him made Jackson a very 
valuable part of the team.  The fact that he lives to hit doesn’t hurt either.  Congratulations on 
making the leap up to Mosquito this year easily.  You’ll be the heart of next year’s “D” 
Jackson. 
 
#36 MATTHEW “That ball’s Mine” CHARRON:  Matthew was our Most Improved Player last 
year.  Never satisfied with anything but perfection, Matthew’s dedication to improve has led 
him to be the most solid safety in the league.  An aggressive hitter and a menace to QB’s who 
like to put up the ball, Matthew will thrive at PeeWee next year.   
 
#44 FRANCOIS “The Chaser” BELANGER:  Francois was an absolute pleasure to coach as 
he progressed every week into a dominant player.  A first year boy, Francois gave 110% 
whether we were in drills or when we needed someone to chase down the opposition.  You’ll 
make an incredible addition to the PeeWee line-up next year Francois. 
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#46 “Swimming”SAM DULMAGE:  A first year Mosquito, Sam used his tall frame to rip and 
swim through opposition O-lineman with ease.  A gutsy player and tough kid, Sam competed 
with passion and will be a lot of fun to watch next year as he tears up the opposition. 
 
#54 ANDREW “The Slammer” BEATTIE:  Another first year Mosquito, Andrew had some 
bad luck breaking his arm early in the year.   We missed him but upon his return, he left his 
mark increasingly as the season went on.  This boy is a football player.  His hard-hitting style 
will help the Mosquito team dominate for another year next season as he takes on a greater 
role on the defence. 
 
#56 TREMAYNE “I’m getting it Coach” ROCKBURN:  A first year player, Tremayne had a 
lot to learn as a key player on our awesome defense this year.  It was amazing to see how he 
grew with the responsibility and increased experience.  By year end, you played like a multi-
year veteran Tremayne.  Best of luck at PeeWee next year Tremayne. 
 
#58 DARYN “Smiley” McIVOR:  Our last addition to the team, Daryn proved to be a 
“diamond in the rough”.  A spirited boy, Daryn was a quick learner and soon became an 
integral part of our “D” with his reliable tackling.   Always willing to stick his nose in, we look 
forward to seeing you continue your career at PeeWee next year Daryn. 
 
#64 MAX “Tell me where to go Coach” ASSALY:  A first year rookie who was always willing 
to do whatever was asked of him.  His resourcefulness and good hands allowed him to step 
up in every defensive back position for us this year.  You’re going to be a huge asset next 
year Max.  The coach’s biggest challenge will be deciding where to play you.  That’s a good 
problem to have! 
 
#65 DANIEL “I’m loving this” SCHWARTZ:  A first year Mosquito, Daniel committed to do 
whatever he needed to do to make the huge jump up from Tyke to Mosquito.  Guys like 
Daniel are always at the heart of successful teams.  He has the right attitude, spirit and 
dedication to the game and his team.  Keep up the great work next year Daniel as one of our 
club’s Mosquito leaders.  
 
#66 CARSON “The Hitman” ASSALY:  Carson is a coach’s dream.  He was the heart and 
sole of our dominant “D”.  A massive hitter with incredible football instincts, Carson was an 
influential player in every one of our games this year which culminated in Carson leading his 
teammates to A-Cup Championship.  You were born to be a football player Carson and you 
continue to leave us all inspired.  Best of luck next year at PeeWee Carson.   
 
#82 KIVON “The Bammer” WESLEY:  There aren’t too many 12 year old boys that can 
dominate a game like Kivon.  He hits like a tonne of bricks, is fast, determined, competitive 
and has the ability to change the outcome of a game single handedly.   It’s unheard of to have 
a rookie player have that kind of impact.  We will all be watching your football career with 
anticipation Bam Bam. 
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OOFFFFEENNCCEE  
 
#5 ADAM “No Problem” IERADI:  Not very often can you have a first year Mosquito answer 
the call like Adam.  With sure hands, solid blocking and a determined running style, we felt 
comfortable using Adam in a number of different positions as he competed hard for us and his 
teammates.  Next year you’ll thrive Adam as a core veteran leader.  Good luck Adam. 
 
#7 QUINN “The Quinninator” STEWART:  The responsibility of knowing your position and 
that of everyone else on your squad is huge.  You led our team with poise and an inner 
confidence that is uncommon to see in a young boy.  Your coaches and team knew that when 
we needed to make a vital play, we could rely on you and we did every game.  You are a 
champion Quinn. 
 
#23 JOSH “The Steamer” NWAELLEH:  A first year Mosquito, Josh was a threat that most 
teams had no answer for.  Ask our backs and they’ll tell you they wouldn’t have scored half of 
their touchdowns without Josh’s massive blocks and as a receiver, Josh became a very 
effective weapon.  Can’t wait to see you continue to excel at PeeWee next year Josh. 
 
#25 JACOB “You asked for it” MONTREUIL:  Coaches build championships with players 
like Jacob.  He could block, had tremendous hands, ran tough and virtually played every 
position on our “O” including QB.  He was Mr. Reliable!  Incredibly coachable, respectful, 
pleasant and responsive, we know you’ll be a welcome addition to our PeeWees next season 
Jacob. 
 
#27 SCOTT “Sure hands” JASVINS:  Don’t let the quiet demeanor of Scott mislead you.  
When the whistle goes, he’s a fierce competitor.  When we needed to add diversity to our 
attack, we often relied on Scott to loosen up the corners, stretch out the defense or hall in an 
important pass.  Keep pulling them in Scotty in 2010. 
 
#34 TREVOR “Take that Redskins” WALSH:  A first time football player, Trevor was one of 
our last additions to our championship squad.  Always with a big smile, Trevor continued to 
learn the fundamentals, and his assignments.  Your willingness to focus your time to improve 
was worthy of praise and will prepare you well to become a key role player for our club next 
year.  Good job Trevor. 
 
#43 BRENDAN “That’s my job” SHEAHAN:  What a great kid with exceptional spirit.  You 
played O-line, SB, and your role as short and long snapper was invaluable.  Competitive, 
unselfish, strong and pleasant, Brendan was a great player, popular teammate and a joy to 
coach.  What a great 1st year you had.  One can only imagine the impact you’ll have next year 
as a team leader. 
 
#45 LIAM “Just follow me boys” COCHRANE:  An average sized first year player, we 
asked Liam to take on the role of blocking D-linemen that were inevitably much larger.  It was 
not an easy task but by year end, Liam was doing far more than block, he was creating big 
holes.   His coaches were blown away by his progress leading us all to expect great things of 
you next season Liam. 
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#47 STEVEN “The Blur” HANZIDIAKOU:  An undeniably amazing athlete. This year, Steven 
mastered running off his blocks and lowering his centre of gravity.  He was always ridiculously 
fast but these last two ingredients led Steven to create a legacy that earned the awe and 
respect of his coaches, fellow teammates, the opposition and anyone that had the pleasure of 
watching Steven’s genius.  The PeeWees are salivating over your eventual debut next year 
Steven. 
 
#53 CRAIG “You’re Mine” DAWE:  It was fantastic to see your desperation and eagerness 
to compete this year Craig.  A big hitter, we thrust Craig into any situation where we needed a 
reliable competitor.  You were a rookie that played like a veteran.  Keep challenging yourself 
Craig and you’ll continue to succeed in your new role as a team leader. 
 
#55 KURTIS “The Pitbull”SCHAEFER:  You are one heck of a gutsy football player Kurtis.  
You were given a pinnacle role on our powerful “O” and it wasn’t always the “glory” job.  You 
were our smash mouth blocker and back and you truly kept defenses on their heels.  As the 
season wore on, your job became even more important as defenses improved and you 
accepted your role like a true Warrior.  Congratulations on a great season Kurtis! 
 
#57 ANDREW “Damn Right” AKINNIYI:  Winner of our Coach’s Choice in ’08, Andrew was 
our only returning veteran O-lineman this year.  His infectious smile and spirit helped rally a 
very young line to blow open huge holes all game, every game.  You’ve mastered conquering 
challenges Andrew like a true champion.  Can’t wait to see you do it next year at PeeWee. 
 
#63 SHELDON “The Dominator” THOMAS:  We asked Sheldon to master his craft and be a 
role player for us this year.  He was the ultimate team player and proved to us all that there is 
nothing he won’t do or can’t do on a football field.  This is a ball player in the making already 
with two league trophies under his belt.  Have an exceptional year in 2010 Sheldon as a key 
team leader. 
 
#67 CRAIG “The Steamroller” OLIVER:  Craig came back to the Warriors determined to 
make a difference.  Craig thrives on competing.  When we needed a key block, we knew we 
could rely on Craig.  Immensely personable, coachable, likeable and dependable, Craig did 
make a difference and we’ve got the trophy to prove it.  Excellent job Craig! 
 
#73 GABRIEL “Remember this number Buddy” DINARDO:  Gabe has a huge love for 
football that is impossible to ignore.  A monstrous hitter, Gabe helped solidify our over-
achieving O-line.  It’s a huge step up from Tyke that Gabe was never intimidated by.  He’s a 
fighter who has learned what it takes to excel and succeed.  Bring it on with gusto next year 
Gabe. 
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22000099  BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  CCOOAACCHHEESS  AANNDD  SSTTAAFFFF  

 

PAUL STEWART Head Coach pdbqstew@magma.ca 
ED JASVINS Offensive Coordinator  ed.jasvins@sympatico.ca 
TERRY SCHAEFER Defensive Coordinator  schaefer.home@rogers.com 
TIM SHEAHAN Assistant Offensive Coach asheaha181@rogers.com  
RANDY MARQUARDT Assistant Defensive Coach fullhaus@sympatico.ca 
MARK MONTREUIL Assistant Defensive Coach montreuil-9@hotmail.com 
MIKE POLITO Line Coach mike.polito@bmo.com 
KEVIN DALLADAY Line Coach kevin.dalliday@hrsdc-rhdsc.gc.ca 

 
JULIE MARQUARDT Team Manager fullhaus@sympatico.ca 
STEPAHNIE DAWE Trainer stephadawe@hotmail.com 
DR. STEVE OLIVER Trainer soliver100@gmail.com 

  

AABBOOUUTT  TTHHEE  BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS::  The Bell Warriors Minor Football Club offers an amateur 
tackle football program for boys and girls between the ages of 8 and 17. The Club has been in 
existence since 1955, with a team in the Pee Wee division.  As the league has expanded, so 
to have the Warriors, and now has close to 138 players competing annually at the Tyke, 
Mosquito, PeeWee and Bantam levels. Our territory includes Bells Corners, Crystal Beach, 
Bayshore, Britannia, Stittsville, Richmond and Munster. Our organization stresses skills 
development, sportsmanship, and the value of teamwork.  Over fifty volunteers help us to 
attain these goals through their efforts as club executives, coaches, conveners, event 
organizers and as bingo workers. Without their help, the Club would not be able to function. 
 

BBEELLLL  WWAARRRRIIOORRSS  CCOONNTTAACCTT  IINNFFOO::     
 
Club President: Jim Wagdin, P.O. Box 539, Richmond, K0A 2Z0 

 Telephone: (613) 838-5483  
 Email:  jimwagdin@smartsmurf.ca 

 
Website: www.bellwarriors.ca 

 
 
Team Photographer: Wanda Keenan 
 Web:  www.keenansportsphotography.com 
 
 
Program Printing: 
 
 14 Concourse Gate, Suite 400, Ottawa 
 Telephone:  (613) 288-2885 
 Web:  www.missionstream.ca 
 

TThhaannkk  YYoouu  EEvveerryyoonnee!!  
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